**Shaw Disney+ Subscription Terms**

**Introduction**

These Shaw Disney+ Subscription Terms (“Terms”) apply to your subscription to Disney+ video streaming services (“Disney+”) through Shaw (the “Shaw Disney+ Subscription”). Under these Terms, Shaw will allow you to sign up for a new Disney+ subscription, link your pre-existing subscription, and cancel your subscription through Shaw’s call centre, or via chat on Shaw’s website. These Terms incorporate by reference the Shaw Joint Terms of Service, Shaw Acceptable Use Policy, and Shaw Privacy Policy terms and conditions, which are available at shaw.ca.

Disney+, including all its content, is provided by Buena Vista International, Inc. (“Disney”). In addition to these Terms, your Shaw Disney+ Subscription is subject to the Disney+ Subscriber Agreement (available at: [https://www.disneyplus.com/legal/subscriber-agreement](https://www.disneyplus.com/legal/subscriber-agreement)) (the “Disney+ Subscriber Agreement”). You expressly agree to and accept the terms and conditions set out in the Disney+ Subscriber Agreement, which is an additional and separate agreement between you and Disney. Disney may make changes to the Disney+ service, including changes to content and your monthly subscription fees, in accordance with the Disney+ Subscriber Agreement.

Shaw may, for any reason, with at least 30 days’ notice to you, modify these Terms without liability to you or any user or any third party. If you do not wish to be bound by these Terms or any modifications which may be made by Shaw from time to time, please contact Shaw to cancel your Shaw Disney+ Subscription.

Your use of Disney+ is subject to The Walt Disney Company Privacy Policy (available at: [https://www.disneyplus.com/legal/privacy-policy](https://www.disneyplus.com/legal/privacy-policy)). As set out in the Disney+ Subscriber agreement, you may not use the Disney+ service in any commercial establishment or area open to the public, and you are prohibited from using any of the Disney+ content in a way that infringes the intellectual property rights of Disney.

**Minimum Requirements**

To use Disney+, you must have a compatible device pursuant to the Disney+ Subscriber Agreement.

To acquire a Shaw Disney+ Subscription, you must have, at a minimum, a Shaw two-year ValuePlan including either Shaw Internet and Cable services or Shaw Internet and Shaw Stream services. Internet services must include a Shaw XB modem and Cable services must include Shaw BlueCurve TV. You must continue to have Shaw Internet at all times in order to maintain your Shaw Disney+ Subscription.

In order to use Disney+ once you have acquired a Shaw Disney+ Subscription, you must activate your Shaw Disney+ Subscription by logging into your MyShaw account and following the activation steps to create or confirm your Disney+ account.

**Billing For Shaw Disney+ Subscription**

Your Shaw Disney+ Subscription will be billed monthly, and your subscription fee will appear on your monthly Shaw bill. Your price paid will be the then-current price for Disney+ as set by Disney (plus applicable taxes), which may change from time to time, in accordance with the Disney+ Subscriber Agreement.
Your Shaw Disney+ Subscription will renew automatically each month unless you take action to cancel it. Further information on cancellation and termination can be found below. Any additional purchase you make through the Disney+ service (e.g., Premier Access) will be made directly through Disney+ and not will not be chargeable through your Shaw account.

**Promotions**

You may be eligible for a promotional offer for your Shaw Disney+ Subscription (the “Promotional Offer”). Only one Promotional Offer can be applied to a Shaw Disney+ Subscription. Once you receive one Promotional Offer you cannot receive another.

The Promotional Offer will indicate how long it will apply (the “Promotional Offer Period”). Your Promotional Offer Period will start on the day you sign up for your Shaw Disney+ Subscription. You acknowledge and agree that, upon the expiry of your Promotional Offer Period, you will transition to monthly billing by Shaw for your Shaw Disney+ Subscription unless you take action to cancel at least 1 day before the end of your Promotional Offer Period. For greater clarity, you will pay for your Shaw Disney+ Subscription after the Promotional Offer Period.

**If You Have A Pre-Existing Disney+ Subscription**

If you have a pre-existing Disney+ subscription directly with Disney prior to signing up for a Shaw Disney+ Subscription, you may link your pre-existing Disney+ account to your new Shaw Disney+ Subscription and billing for your existing Disney+ subscription will be paused. You must activate your Disney+ account via MyShaw to ensure that your pre-existing Disney+ account is linked and that billing for your pre-existing Disney+ subscription is paused.

If you are already a Disney+ subscriber billed via a third party, you must manage that subscription with that third party in order to avoid duplicate subscriptions and fees. If you wish to keep your existing Disney+ subscription through a third party, your Shaw Disney+ Subscription and that third party subscription will run concurrently, and you will be charged for each subscription.

See below for additional terms that apply to pre-existing subscriptions in the context of cancellation or termination.

**Cancellation Of The Shaw Disney+ Subscription**

Your Shaw Disney+ Subscription may be cancelled any time by you, Shaw, or by Disney (in accordance with the Disney+ Subscriber Agreement). You may cancel your Shaw Disney+ Subscription by contacting a Shaw call centre.

Cancellation will take effect immediately.

If your contractual relationship with Shaw is terminated by you or by Shaw, your Shaw Disney+ Subscription will be cancelled, and you will lose access to Disney+.

Once your Shaw Disney+ Subscription is cancelled, if you had a pre-existing Disney+ subscription that was paused when you activated your Shaw Disney+ Subscription, your previous Disney+ subscription and billing directly with Disney will resume. It is your responsibility to ensure that you cancel your
Disney+ subscription to avoid charges billed directly via Disney after such cancellation. For greater clarity and emphasis, if you had a pre-existing subscription for Disney+, that subscription will automatically resume, with direct billing via Disney, after such cancellation of your Shaw Disney+ Subscription unless you take action. If your pre-existing subscription was a month-to-month subscription, you will resume month-to-month billing at your next billing cycle. If your pre-existing subscription was an annual subscription, your annual subscription will resume and the months remaining will be equal to the number of months remaining prior to the commencement of your Shaw Disney+ Subscription.